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ARTICLE INFO  ABSTRACT 
 
  

Ukraine, linguistically Tsar's & Soviet borderland a province was hoisted by USSR (on western 
counsel) to facilitate the formation of the UNO. Poland was wrenched off from the Warsaw pact which 
led to the formation of the giant EU.   Thereafter Ukraine was wrenched off successfully by western 
political machinations operating from Poland.  In either case Jews had played decisively as much as 
they had helped Russia in its war against IIIrd Reich.  Poland & EU exploited Ukraine astutely and 
extensively. The Jews were on the verge of being allotted\or wrenching off a parcel of Ukraine and or 
said 'NO' i.e., betrayed.  Tel-Aviv’s role secrete & double agent role; all flumoxed. This is the stimulus 
against which Russia initiated the special military operation. The hope was that since the ‘Promised 
Land’ for the Jews had already materialised in 1945 with Russia recognising it the 'Israel Question' was 
settled.  UK-&-US clueless, helpless. Special military operation may be comparable with Falkland & 
Vietnam. Russia thought the twine would grasp the matter. The twine shot-at-own feet; called it Foreign 
Policy. UK-EU combine (two unlikely mates) combined to baffle Russia. US was made to see 
Frankenstein and money-market-prosperity via gore.  With glee converted Ukraine into a conundrum.  
The counter is seeing more nations on Russia's side (increasing)….proving deleterious for the €, £ & $.  
A never before tool. Usable. Not phenomena. Russia lost men & material. US & UK are on the verge of 
loosing fiscally as never before.  Double-speak & multi-standards galore. Goebbels congregated on 
Atlantic shores. Non aligned nations teaming up. 3rd world are angling. Communism gets bolus revival 
dose. Dominance & Resistance has becaused imbroglio. Here to stay.  Dead-sea catalyzed catastrophe. 
Putin emerges far sighted & astute. Peers look littled; slimy.  Win-win solution ? US can allot a mini 
parcel of her ‘borderland’ (Mexico side) and\or return Alaska to Russia for Ukraine ! Heuristic, 
discussion, to tickle & enable academic gymnastics.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The phone ‘Ukraine’ in domain’s poly vernaculars denotes 
‘borderland’ i.e., the Christian Tsar’s borderland since c.16th A.D.  
Beyond, was Moslem land.  And ‘Tsar’ means ‘emperor’ appointed 
by Governorates [1; 2]. Even in 1910 such Borderland comprised of 
8-10 (sub) governorates [3]. Just half of the Indian nation in 
geographic area wise Ukraine is a orthodox Christian country with a 
population of 41 million at a density of 74 persons per square 
kilometer and is a giant grain bowl also having perennial pristine 
water, industrial, precious & critical minerals, gold, oil, gas, lithium, 
everything [4]. Its agro-meteorology is just the best. Even Odisa 
(eastern shore board –India) has more population on a small geo 
domain. She, post the Tsar empire’s historical period remained a 
component of the Russian empire (c.18th A.D.) merged with the 
communist USSR with the Bolshevik revolution (1917). Although of 
mixed ethnic composition as alike most Borderlands has been a land 
of war & warriors and the famed Cossacks & Mongols with 
Zaporozhia as the central locus [5].  

 
 
Between c.1700 & 1900 the faltering & devolving Ottoman empire 
had re-claimed Crimea with military assistance from the Franco-
British forces in c. 1854 A.D. [6]. Queen Victoria & Florence 
Nightingale’s times [7]. Britain was the extra mural invitee 
mercenary. The British poet laureate Tennyson penned a paean about 
the peerless British chivalry [8]. A sentimental connection exists with 
such central Asian country in the minds of the British which it seems 
they can’t get away from. Russia reclaimed Crimea from the Ottoman 
in 1954 and appended it to Ukraine-SSR.  Thus, Ukraine (including 
Crimea peninsula) was also that of USSR nation land. Now, after the 
fall of Berlin for the formation of the neo UNO replacing the failed 
League of Nations (1929), as advised by the US, the provinces of 
Ukraine alongside Belarus the confederate components of the then 
USSR were positioned by the soviets as founding members of the 
UNO (sans any real independence) and got to be known as Ukraine-
SSR & Belarus-SSR, respectively (SSR = soviet socialist republic). 
This was an open, frank and internationally agreed upon tactical move 
to ensure a balance of Soviet side’s representation vis-à-vis the 
western group who comprised the full of the UN. This means out of 
one large USSR comprised of numerous provinces three theoretical 
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states were foisted onto the UN.  Ukraine-SSR even was made twice a 
member of the Security Council on behalf of USSR [9]. With 
Gorbachev’s Glasnost and Perestroika Ukraine (borderland region) 
separated in 1991 with western block’s machinations (Poland as the 
principal & Jew-land designers as backroom players ?) and Crimea 
was lost by Russia in quirky manner [10;11]. Putin period Russia 
again wrested it back from Ukraine in 2014 as Ukraine patently 
leaned west [12]. Ever since 2014 Ukraine has been preparing for a 
fight with Russia. For that objective commencing with Poland she 
slowly and carefully permitted the west to creep into Ukraine in 
strength & style so much so that ‘NATO started barking at the gates’ 
of present day Russia – in the words of the Pontiff of Roma [13]. The 
US thus far failed to fetch even a farthing of Ukraine’s natural 
resource. The UK may have had via Polska. Post 2023 it will be zero.  
Ukraine also remained embroiled (continues till datum) in a series of 
scandals, state malfunctioning, alleged and or proven wrong doings 
[14]. It is whispered that the virion of Covid-19 had its genesis at 
Chernobyl (60+% Aey). President Putin & the officers of his 
administration have been talking about all this in various global 
forums since almost a decade before present [15].  
 
Russia’s “special military operation” was designed with the hope that 
Ukraine would succumb to a show of strength comprised of vintage 
heavy armor & caravan of armored personnel carriers parading in 
columns and firing in the air. They were proved wrong as Ukraine 
had a plan in place to use high end western technology; western 
human; tactical battle; space technology; poly use commercial 
wherewithal (e.g., starlink)  apart multi-lateral state & corporate 
funding [16]. Every aspect of the would be counter was superbly 
shielded from the critical eye. Russian intelligence in these matters 
failed her altogether [17]. Shows, Russia was not intently hearing on 
Ukraine’s dealing with other nations. The special military operations 
has resulted in a very quick and smooth arraigning of the entire 
western block against Russia [18]; US joined the race late & from the 
hind [19]. Russia has failed to retrieve back her erstwhile prized 
province. In other words, the western block had a robust plan ongoing 
on ground for long to push NATO upto Russia’s mainland borders in 
spite of SALT treaties; ISS cooperation and lysis of Warsaw pact. 
Amidst all this Boris & his Tories were in dire need to cover the 
failings vis-à-vis Brexit and socio-economic mayhem that was 
severely affecting family welfare of the average subject of the Crown. 
The UK raised a din with the corporate cajoled free press that Europe 
is about to be overrun and that US boots were needed  expressly !  To 
accentuate his concept, expecting the € to tumble Boris Andre 
dynamited the Nord-stream lines (whisper-1). Reverse happened. 
Mainland Europeans ensured his back [20]. His successor ‘Madam’ 
imagined self as Lady Knight in Charge of The Light Brigade and 
blasted the Crimea bridge in a trance of a dream to wrench off Crimea 
[21] (whisper-2). Rare, British cowardly act on historical time-line ?  
Was given a life time shamed vacation by her sane peers. Liz Johnson 
went with monthly a auto priming huge sacks of tax payer’s money 
and\or from the stocks that Britain had built from her colonies ? 
Unprovoked UK fought Russia [22-23]; unabashed proxy. UK alike 
the euro-maritime powers of c.17th-&-18th A.D., has a well honed 
secrete policy of deputing regular sailors-&-soldiers guised as 
‘mercenaries’ [24].  White House’s ugly & unqualified involvement 
was months away. Philosophers love ‘nonsense verse’, press practices 
‘nuisance prose’. Former leads to relaxation, later leads to 
conflagration. And, they all saw money and no blood – Amen !   
 
Whence Poland surreptitiously & superbly was implementing her 
master plan to extrite Ukraine out of Russia, use it as a vassal, mine it, 
make money to upstage UK, and rub shoulders with Germany & 
France on the EU platforms, the Republican (Bush-Rice) good policy 
was labeled as ‘Chicken Kiev Speech’ [25] 1/8/91. US dithered. Euro 
surged. Poland’s natural resources got conserved.  She prospered to 
never before levels, got ambitious, took on Russia on all fronts. Ever 
since then the green back’s and US’s merchandise’s global market 
cover has kept retracting [26]. No stopping. Now worldwide there is 
an anti-US sentiment.  Till date the UK is miles afar even getting a 
pint of Ukraine’s oil\gas or a gram of prized raw mineral ! Yet it has 
spent a fortune against the ‘special military op’. The Pound wobbles 
at a nominal high solely due the London Stock Exchange (LSE). 

Move it away and the £ shall tumble. Such wanton acts of the 
Westminster fails the LSE, thus need to use the BBC & The 
Guardian, etc., to fudge the facts; to fjord past economic  financial 
bungling & political gross wrong doings [27]. The US has gone 
clueless & ‘blip’. The brilliant self aggrandizing well paid dissectors 
have planted whispering grass ‘it is all China’s doing’; ‘beautiful 
Kim’s long hand’; ‘intransigent India’; Putin must put in his papers 
(as if they had appointed him), etc.   
 
As the EU asserted self variedly in vary many directions between 
1990 and 2015 (post German unification) threw US & UK out, 
including commenting upon the Indian Judiciary and censuring the 
largest democracy on earth; started pushing Putin. Did so with 
impeccable modesty, measured words or silence.  Russian energy 
enabled ? The US boots had to depart from Europe. The EU’s 
constitution has deeply dimmed the chances of ‘return of the boots’. 
Maintaining an ultra low profile unlike Polaska [28], Germany delved 
deep into the Borderland’s resource, riches and Russian energy [29]. 
She fetched fortunes, in continuum spewed ancillaries across the 
world with major chunk in China; galloped past the UK; posturing all 
the while altruistic, socialistic; consistent; with enticing Social 
Contract for her people and underwriting the EU for other’s good.  
Many an east euro nation are opposed to this – Russia’s special 
military operation is the tip of such iceberg.  Even then the US 
remains fiscally & technologically (in the words of Clinton – post 
Kosovo) “light years ahead’ thus (un-spelt) cares not to have any 
foreign policy hammered on the anvil of ‘socio-political consistency’.  
Her ‘carry forward fiscal deficit’ mandates ‘current year fiscal 
deficit’, cumulatively is the load stone and it shall always force her 
towards instant profits and short term gains.  All others – ‘side Bom’.  
Post 1970 (in the words of the redoubtable P C Alexander – Indira 
Gandhi’s time) the US foreign policy has been ‘to shoot at own feet’; 
remains so [30]; install vassal and-or rouge states; progressed even to 
promote & propel state sponsored barbaric Islamic militancy. The 
world is slowly and surely rejecting such non-legislation based - 
covert agencies concept - approach termed as ‘foreign policy’ [31; 
32].  De-facto is unguent applied foreign policy, has a long history. 
World-wide two generation passed by yearning for peace. 
Democracies foreign policies have effectively also leashed census 
out-bursts ?  Becaused Global Warming ?    
 
As a result, since quite some time all multi-lateral groups & guilds 
want the oil & gas be price jacked and in its place Russian products 
be up-taken. In place of trade between north-south and east-west the 
emphasis is to enhance and\or substitute with trade between the tropo-
equatorial belts using alternate currencies as legal tender & barter. All 
are angling with new grammar [33; 34]. Imbroglio is deepening. Such 
groups, guilds and individual nations  are asyclically offering 
platform\s for ‘Ukraine peace talks’ and ending up by opting for inter 
& intra trade agreements; bottle necks easements; legal tenders save 
& except the top trio currencies; rescinding the sanctions and 
circumventing [35]; quietly adopting the white man’s method of 
double standards and hold it up on face[36]. Very next week Russia’s 
stocks further improves. Such forums have Ukraine as the caption 
agenda; something else as the embedded agenda; yet another set as 
embalmed agenda; etc.  The imbroglio has affected positively most of 
the developing nations mentally & materially. The longer gets the 
conflagration the better for the greater world is the under current 
pertaining to respective national fiscals, domestic employment, 
human resource relevance abroad, feel good factor. This is no 
quagmire. No pan-global recession either. Imbroglio indeed. Solvable 
at the cost of the greater world. The way Covid-19 management got 
riches reaching the shores of the developed economies the imbroglio 
is becausing a prosperity tide towards the developing nations. Russia 
is unlikely to yield ‘soochaagre medeenee’ (Sanskrit for ‘needle tip 
soil’ {of her erstwhile prized province}).  
 
In c.1st A.D., the son of Joseph’s teachings and way of life was 
down-turning commerce and prosperity of the then perched 
personages. And, commerce killed The Christ. Things went out of 
control. Christianity swept through lands [37]. Jews were pilloried by 
the Christians [38]. A chunk of Jews (unconnected with Christ’s 
crucifixion i.e., country folks) sought sanctuary in the land-locked, 
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relatively more moist central Europe around the Oder valley (Silesia).  
This was pagan’s domain who all by-&-by got evangelized within 
200yrs post the crusification; some became Jews in diffused pockets 
with high birth rate. Such social engineering begot long scope 
consternation. Since, the 1st wave refugees Jews became the 2nd 
largest religious group in Silesia. By the end of c. 800 A.D., 
encompassing such mini & micro Jewish settlements a new Christian-
political entity (Poland) came into being with Jewish Silesia-to-lower 
Oder as locus [39]. Oder’s perennial slow-flow branching meanders 
created a wide & long flat alluvial harbinger valley. Being flood 
prone natives needed least; avoided. For refugees it was choice. Short 
of nationhood Jews had a territory to themselves - cause of 
consternation.  Subsequently with the active participation of the Jews 
such new entity called self as ‘Poland’ i.e., fixed javelin (shoola as in 
Sanskrit) and subsumed a large agro-productive geo parcel. Without a 
shot she fulminated as the largest geo-political entity in Europe 
(period basis);  A non-land (had) got to be Poland due Jewish mind 
and material input. Valiant Europeans felt vexed. Overtime, many a 
players\parties and trouncing kept confronting the Jews; were 
periodical persecuted; the Jew faith experienced paradigm shifts in 
fortune & destiny. Irreversible changes happened. Installation of the 
promised land remained.  It was not the objectives nor within the 
farthest imagination of the crucifying faith adherents (jews; traders 
{non farmers\manufacturers}) in the run up to Christ’s trial about the 
social reactions thereafter nor while they helped in the making of the 
spike land (Polska) & Ukriane. The Jews did not crucify Christ solely 
for commerce. They more saw in him a threat to their historical 
homeland. Save & except the later type of threat the Jews would 
possibly not have crucified the Christ (their law forbids & they are 
strictlers). However, their input in 1989 Revolution for independent 
Poland to the Revo of Dignity through Ukraine Independence Revo 
(1991-2014; step-by-step developments) to subsuming of  Poland into 
EU fold and the Boderland into EU paw was all guided by their urge 
for a ‘Euro-homeland’. Work done – gift not received; quarter century 
passed by; role of Prussians (in any such denial) looms large (not 
Russians). Jews europe’s human tool ! 
 
Something called ‘rash’ is accepted by the Jews [40].  Their aim-&-
objective was ‘promised land’. It kept eluding as their model suffered 
infractions and or the human attitude of ‘rash’.  Similarly, the 
‘Ukraine question’ may have been due to a couple of parties which 
precludes secret forward dealings and rashness. The imbroglio is due 
to too many players, patrons, promoters, performers, et.al., including 
Sam & sundry having commenced with Andre. While assisting the 
powers that were involved in solving the Ukraine question behind 
Russia’s back the ramifications were also beyond (Jew’s) 
imagination’s horizon or just bothered not that it tantamount to 
‘betraying flawless friend Russia’. They were “selfish” in pursuit of 
Jewland [41] ?  Imbroglio is a component of the ramifications 
uncharted due rash. Ukraine and the imbroglio possibly have a Jewish 
connection.    
 
Americans are ultra swift learners provided someone is not offering 
Dow for reverse purposes. In this regard, some light in popular ways 
needs to be thrown upon the background, foreground, the apron and 
all around of our caption. For most Americans until c.2000 the phone 
‘Indian’ meant Red Indians [42]. The 5000 yr old in-continuum 
civilization offered no hope of Dow, hence Huguenots grasped not. 
These prosperity praying people have a laughable sense of history & 
dictionary. Bother least. Why then did the US CEO bothered to get 
involved in the ‘Ukraine Question’? [43] They were doing no 
commerce whatsoever there even indirectly. Why such an herculean 
attempt to crucify Putin?  Our search light highlights that on pan 
global basis the Euro societies alone have a purchasing power for any 
and all types of US products and services [44]. Rest of the world put 
together matches not (due to the exchange rate between the Dollar 
and any other currency). And for the US money & prosperity is God 
supreme and ethics nationale. So it is valid logic that if burning others 
home and bursting others hearths ensures commerce and assures more 
in continuum – so be it. Huguenots & Jews comprise the major part of 
US census. Either suffers severe hot flush & cold sweat at the thought 
of dwindling market. Psycho-somatic seizure occurs with the thought 
that such European market may be lost to Russia. Act as Don Quixote 

& Sancho panza ?  Cannot be called as foreign policy.  It is 
opportunity time. The US arms syndicate once again acted as the 
applied policy layer. The US got involved as ‘peace seeking politician 
selling tomes of lethal arsenal’; the most willing of the white lot. 
Apparently, some genius cum rash entity kindled hopes of (dem) re-
election and collateral others, by & by. They took ‘smoke’ to the 
White House and sold it as ‘hope’. All such vendors are on the 
departure-line of abandoning Biden. Alike the moon’s craters the 
shadows were deep and the White House cum Pentagon’s minions 
being merely mindful of money missed the malice in such buys [45]. 
Pan global ramifications were swept aside (alike Hiroshima; Nagasaki 
& Saddam’s WMDs). Biden is-&-has got bound. Un-bounding (this) 
face-in-mud Prometheus shall prove to be proverbial. Superbly fooled 
by the British Top Office guile (note-i).   
 
Achtung! India has joined the cash chase. Daily dose of betel\areca 
chewing gets reflected in her GDP? as if, it was eschewed (her 
historically layered economy has got pried open; risk). The fact is war 
begets wealth and wealth becauses war [46]. Jointly cuts a 
civilisation’s life-period on earth; civilization migrates. Sarkaree war-
&-wealth are used to baffle those who do not consider windfall profit 
and or pompous prosperity as virtues. CEO-india on record has 
emphasized that he & his party prefer pompous prosperity {bubble 
effect & family value wrecker}as different from ‘budgeted prosperity’ 
{impregnable economy & joint family system}).  Foreign policy in 
democracies have remained the hove of the elite, by the elite and for 
the elite. Also as ‘past-time’ and a ‘time pass’ matter. Such plethora 
are also contributing to our caption, 24 x 7.  Senator Marcus Tullius 
Cicero (c.106-43B.C) opposed Senator Julius Caesar (c.) the 
generalissimo-cum-autocrat with dictatorial tendencies of the great 
Roman Republic and then again opposed Augustus Octavius 
(c.63B.C.-14A.D.) for converting that Republic to an Empire. Putin 
may end up doing the reverse. Cicero’s dictum was made to fail. 
Roma lysed precipitously. Cicero was a wise senior citizen than the 
other twosome.  His wisdom-dictum was "The sinews of war are 
infinite money" [47].  US Senator’s delivery vis-à-vis the imbroglio 
calls for serious note.  
 
Money musters. The US’s corporate owned and commerce cajoled 
(eminently) free press shall belatedly posit to have realised its folly 
and not as blunder and act patently topsy-turvy with raredos galore.  
At this juncture, Iran nor N Korea can be carpet bombed; neither 
napalm nor agent orange used. Abu Gharib cannot be recreated. For 
an escape inventing something alike Covid-19 is next to impossible.  
There appears no alternatives save & except dropping the gauntlet.  
Therefore, public posturing and the need to pulverise the eminent 
among the domestic opposition hopefuls posits as an option however 
distant or distasteful [48]. The search for a fall guy had to be changed 
from domain Dnieper-Moskva to domestic domain.  An intense try is 
afoot. The US is adopting the pungent indian model of crucifying the 
opposition leader.  In democracies failure of first attack or upper hand 
based foreign policy can neither be converted nor diverted onto 
domestic opponents. The honb’l., Supreme Court(s) shall for sure 
take dim view(s) – India included!  In democracies the lawmakers and 
the elite have the official power and the treasury. Power potentiates. 
Money mutilates. Malignancy of mind rules the roosts. Elections be 
the ‘finger from heaven’.  Ukraine imbroglio is therefore not a case of 
‘democracy vrs the non’. It is the creation of a professional fowler; 
insecure in mind; unstable in frame.   
 
And Zelensky?  His pronouncements are doled out in impeccable 
English the high point being perfect diction, absolute brevity and 
apparently pre-engineered (?). Professors of Anglo-Saxon mother 
tongue from the intelligence community seem to be his back room 
boys. 24 x 7 satellites should be beaming crystal clear images onto his 
desks. On & often he preempts the next Russian move including 
macro domain battle field movements. And, he does not know 
English. He was a stage actor moments before becoming the President 
[49]. Though scant yet precious has been indicated about him. This 
pen shall fail if a firm finger is not indicated towards the Dead Sea. 
Of all the Goebbels that are worldwide most it seems have 
congregated on the either side of the Atlantic with HQs at London & 
Warsaw, with a super elsewhere.  Teachers & taught write on the 
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walls. The press dose not, they strive to make easy for commissions 
& omissions so that prized investigative report can be done. The 
dazzling  democracies and their proutist press have long decided to 
disregard and sweep many a thing under the carpets and\or ‘kill’ the 
stories which we try to collate herein as ‘less talked’. Not that they 
are really ‘less known’.  The rich do not go to the walls; seldom pass 
by. The US’s budget is 11 plus times that of the Russian Federation’s 
annual budget.  Difficult for the rich to read the writing on the wall.  
Money ill-invested up-regulates global warming.  The broad 
shoulders of the Tax payers bear Goebbels. Non Americans bridge the 
deficit.  
 
Aligning Moscow more closely with American goals would bring 
significant balance of power advantages to the United States [50].  
“Russia as a consequential world power (as on 2018) appears to have 
borne at least some fruit”. … she “plays a more important role in 
international affairs than it did a decade ago”.  But increased stature 
does not mean being better liked” [51]. Russia was conserving her 
resources, near dominant role in energy market; often sending the 
London Stock Exchange into tail-spin (reverse seems impossible); 
influencing  many an other international and more specially EU 
matters; self living a budgeted prosperity concept, mimicking the US 
in territorial matters  and yet is a state that has eschewed the ‘arms 
race’ and ‘limited nuclear warfare concept’ – No other super power 
did so (note-ii).  The west not only suffers from the double standard 
malady it is also afflicted by jealousy syndrome.  It is alike any 
beautiful, bountiful, own home maker for whom any altruism must 
end adding to own kitty. The whole of west get aware of such 
heritage since adolescent attainment yet do precious little. The burden 
at sun-set is a swanky life style.  Germany is talking viz., “Influential 
countries such as India, Vietnam and South Africa balk at criticizing 
Russia's invasion of Ukraine because they believe international 
principles are not applied equally” [52] and it matters. Times have 
changed so too is altering the tide ! The merchants of war and agents 
of blood-shed are using every tether and boulder in positive 
evolution’s path.  Whereas, democracy & judicial prudence can easily 
to be sold to Russia with the guarantee that no part or parcel will be 
allowed to shear away. Please look up the 200yrs before present. The 
west is cunning ? It is front led by the polite Englishman - the 
‘artificial voice’ treaty drafter. The east, the South are not ?  These 
two hemispheres are increasingly aligning with Gandhi dictum 
(honesty, brevity, simplicity, barter & straightforward). In upcoming 
50yrs the Gandhi will emerge as a bigger threat for the west. India is 
on the wrong foot ?   
 
However, agreement\treaty drafting using complicated and\or multi 
use and\or obfuscating and complicating and\or convoluting phrases 
and words is noted in inter-province (Soviet state & its confederates) 
and in center-province agreements (East India company days to 
present day India) !  Ukraine was conceptualised as Ukraine-SSR on 
paper to facilitate the making of the UN [53]. A clause No.69 is noted 
in the Ukraine-USSR constitution 1978 amendment, to ‘cede 
willfully’ on one hand and on the other putting Ukrainian-SSR as 
fully subordinated to the Moscow Soviet administration  with no 
mention of Ukraine's right vis-à-vis homeland policing or about 
own military formations [54]. US & Uk were uncomfortable about 
the artihmatic of UNO having more euro-mainland nations as voters.  
Therefore, clearly two non independent captive-vassal Soviet 
province captioned as ‘a nation’ (to represent the eastern hemisphere) 
were engineered in the UNO and other global forums.  Linguistically 
& intent wise this document compares well with the US-Federation 
papers. Clumsy language, absence of economy of words and clarity, 
loaded with unperceivable ambiguities and infractions has been used 
more in the west initially for making a style statement; upper-hand 
feeling for long term subsequent objectives (hidden & embedded). 
Translation limitations cannot be ruled out. Translations from Russian 
language to English   bears out this aspect well. This year, the 
representative of the Russian Federation in the UN stressed that 
“ignoring everything that came before 24\02\2022 is the West’s 
attempt to confuse others and hide the real reasons of this conflict.  A 
year in, very few doubt that the collective West is fighting Moscow 
and seeking its strategic defeat, with Ukraine as nothing more than a 
pawn”[55].  Fudge & Fob has been the standard operation procedure 

in east-vrs-west socio-politico-economic matters on a centurion scale.  
If Russia holds on against such loose, lack, yet cumulative sleaze-&-
guile; fudge-&-fob; clumsy-&-calumny it shall then compare well 
with India [56] Vietnam [57] & Cambodia [58], cases. As long Russia 
stands-up to such united gamp of guile the better the chances of ruin 
seizing the sleaze.  Dominance & Resistance is in play (read with 
Ref.97). The historical outcome has always been that ‘he who lives by 
the sword perishes by it’ and ‘satya-mewa-jayate’ (truth triumphs). In 
this regard fast-forward Modi did not miss the bus primarily due the 
fact that (unlike the US) India has a ‘social contract’ moored 
‘vasudhayeva kutuumbakkam’ (global family) vetted foreign policy 
AND dyed hard carrier officers at the steering.  The White House 
dose not have similar squad(s) nor such ethics based policy.  The 
average age of the legislators of the richest democracy is 58 (+)yrs 
[59] and support bureaucracy is 45yrs.  The average of the Largest 
democracy is 54(-)yrs [60] with gray haired support bureaucracy 
(note-iii). In the high-house of Shy Locke(s) colt officers cannot be. 
Seasoned minters and or master bunglers only?   
 
Let’s go back. As on 2025 what may be the dearth or the short 
comings on the Russian side ? it is an army (infantry in particular), 
and this pen has rumblings in the gut that should Modi’s principal 
opposition (i.e., the INC) win in the India general election 2024 then 
she may even commit half a million of infantry or more on the 
Federation’s side.  God bless India. A loan received in 1972 remains 
unpaid. Whole of Europe shall then stand the theoretical specter of 
being run over.  Force majeure shall come into full play and descent 
peace descend on. Profiteers shall scurry for cover. Imbroglio no 
more. What Hitler was doing on to Europe, now a days the violent 
quad (EU-US-UK-Polska) are trying hard on Putin !  Therefore, the 
‘option violent’, is the commitment of the needed wherewithal by a 
friend on to Putin’s side. It shall be the whistle of the end of such 
imbroglio. The ‘option non-violence’ is more potent & near feasible 
and it is that the USA wash its hands in public; state the truth that she 
was misled;  a bit of incompetence; excess of saliva for Slavic 
sampattee (properties); was kept out of matters ‘EU’s mechanics for 
Ukraine independence’; enjoyed ‘Unified Germany’s pay back gift to 
Russia’; per chance acted as Taimur the lame; Ghengis Khan; Md 
Gazni.  
 
Money can get cloths and cars but the pen is mightier. Self respecting 
American shall pay the price if Team Capitol Hill does not accept 
Team Kremlin as peers. Until-now even the minimal feeling of 
fraternity & inclusiveness is wanting.  Introspection and frank 
discourse inflicted course correction is the prescription by the 
immortal Mahatma. Any-so-other are jackal talks. Flash Gordon shall 
grind to a halt – eat a humble pie.  We know that the US has a 
problem with the Gandhi. Therefore, a non-Gandhian and or an anti-
Gandhian win-win solution may be that the US returns Alaska to 
Russia and adopt Ukraine, solely, jointly or severally. Russia now has 
in the two years before present been blessed with many neo intimate 
friends and even jigree dosts (bosom friends), hence any upstart 
formula will be called. Making mandates money. Sanctions ? de-jure 
are a set of whimsical dictations cunning in content linguistically 
decorated as ‘laws’.  Factually, hoax. The US-UK parliamentarians 
consistently spent public money @ more than 2-to-3 Billion US $s 
per month on the non-revenue account called ‘Ukraine’ (correlate 
with Ref 77 & same paragraph).  It is an easy guess that the costs for 
such hoax making was deducted from the caption amounts pre to 
disbursement.  There may have been a monthly recycling/s as well 
with additional downstream taps.  Senators (history’s guile’s greats) 
had becaused the demise of the Roman Republic which was replaced 
with an emperor.  This is how the UK hurtled to get reduced to an 
island with the moniker ‘kingdom’.  Any nation’s FOREX is in part 
blood-&-sweat of other nationals. FOREX reserves cannot mound 
unless the Earth’s environment is misused-abused. The US has been 
capitalizing its FOREX reserve for political dominance and for 
fooling its voters during general elections in an unsustainable manner, 
2022-24 included. FOREX should be held and used conservatively 
for sustainable uplift [61].   Pentagon’s 2022 trapeze turned out to be 
match stick to gun powder. Borderland conundrum metamorphosed to 
imbroglio. The aim-objective-&-hope is that the € will eventually 
weaken and the $ will rule the roost. In such case, imbroglio cannot 
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wane until then.  The low & the ultra low value currency nations are 
unanimous that the Occident adheres to double standards. Thus far 
they went the wrong way, now no more. The fact is that the 
developed nations are at their own game. They expect the rest to nod-
&-shake. The more the non-stake holding nations get involved in such 
matters the more they contribute to the imbroglio. Zelensky’s tours is 
widening and deepening the dig.      
 
Zelenskyy keeps touring the globe soliciting sanctions. No other at-
war CEO did so pre to him.  His presence 24 x 7 in ground zero is not 
indispensable. Some ugly & severe fact is being shielded.  To do so 
he vectored select details to almost every home & door. A rash work.  
National CEOs of the developing nations are neither dullards nor 
rogues. They deliver from within the limits of acutely crunched 
resources and operational envira.  Zelensky seems to have no such 
limits; no crunches; nothing.  Falls narration and\or half truths are 
increasingly not going to go well down with such nations. They too 
have thinkers and native civilising processes. The white man in 
general and the European in particular have historically exhibited a 
knack for bloodshed than for litigation and least for conflict 
resolution. On top be the Jew’s historical irrepressible preponderance 
for rashness commencing with Moses through The crucification, 
Jerico to Jerusalem, etc.  Truman’s personal views was “ Jews…have 
no sense of proportion nor do they have any judgment on world 
affairs  1947” (see Ref 41).  Churchill too had near similar views [62]. 
Too many a statesmen have & do feel that the Jews are ‘restless’; in 
pursuit of progeny (social engineering included) & security go far 
until sully.  Historical commentaries and elucidates of Jewish texts 
seem to prod the faithful to reform not, remain belligerent, catalyse 
gigantic actions, peruse as peter, prostrate affront the alter, flee with 
flutter, blame others. History is witness that Jews are recalcitrant, 
prefer secrecy & covert operations over liberal, reforming, and frank 
way of life.  
 
This endears them and also generates disdain. Get willingly used, 
eventually miss-used and finally abused. They did so in Ukraine and 
continue to do so sans any idea about the ramifications nor having 
any stand-by plan, neither seem to bother for. For two millennia in-
continuum  Jews have been tortured and their blood let. In turn they 
no more factor it in. The imbroglio is the penultimate. The greater 
world clearly sees the US as following the UK wantonly causing the 
actual black & bloody acts. Jews per-say did hardly a miniscule 
fraction. They only triggered. The pan-global psychological & 
civilisational auto counter is towards fulmination.  It is UK-US 
oriented. The ultimate is not afar. The imbroglio is of very complex 
mechanics with ultra broad spectrum. The people who fell for 
conundrum Ukraine are neither simpletons nor illiterate save & 
except all epitaphs they are despicably greedy, incompetence loaded 
and a risk for the civil societies.  All stake holders & blood letters 
know that the EU relative to India, Brazil, China & US has less 
resource and that Russia is so very resourceful with a long intense 
winter (natural hiatus) that it cannot be continuously engaged on 
ground thus never be defeated.  France exports  twice the value of its 
imports from Ukraine. So too Germany. Their household 
consumables price lines are tethered well by cheap Ukrainian 
supplies. French CEO’s call to ‘defeat Russia’ and call to Asia ‘your 
war also’ became necessary to maintain rosy FOREX levels and also 
to undermine UK. Zelensky’s tours are to stress the US press & 
consequently corner the octogenarian in the White Jail and milch hard 
& swift.  It also has the embedded cum hidden agenda to garner 
resources for, against and to various pockets. This is one in the series 
of signatures of some professional managing team lurking somewhere 
else.   
 
Germany’s youths know that the greatest gift to the German people 
was made by Russia [63]. Her people unwilling though her 
administration is so very money minded & self shackled by EU 
constitution that she on-&-often joins the engineered anti-Russia 
chorus and arms Ukraine to combat Russia.  Moreover, the Russo-
German nations have disdain for arms race, abhor bloodshed, are 
altruistic, love socialism, love laid back life with budgeted prosperity. 
These values are smart and anti of Laissez-faire.  Interestingly, the 
US does not rhyme with such values. Far from confabulation in the 

decades down from this day these two nations will more swing in 
tandem becausing a longer life-line for the imbroglio; more shall be 
the auto-supporting synergy of the pan global counter resulting in 
intensifying the imbroglio and its adverse effect on trade-commerce-
&-currency = life style.  Critical, dispassionate, dour and dainty 
dissections brings Putin’s sagacity, tolerance and statesmanship to the 
fore. He is here to stay. Communism that was on death sores Dr. 
Imbroglio has delivered a bolus dose for resurgence [64]. State 
sponsored use of regular commandos labeled variously shall sail away 
from UK-US’s stables to numerous. Installed puppets & vassal states 
shall experience the fall-out effects. France will be in the receiving 
end (including tiny nations having colonies). The US for all 
concerned is no more the underwriter of their aspirations. The world 
order has swift taken a sea change.  
 
Among Anglo-Franco-German entities until 1940 the sun set not on 
the Union Jack. Hence the term UK. Time & tide reduced her as an 
Island nation with the moniker ‘United Kingdom’.  Poland is a 
millennia plus younger. And she has long waylaid the moniker in its 
European objectives.  Polska (spikier) got free of cost some of the 
best arms and ammunitions of critical technology from the east & the 
west apart many in cash & kinds as inputs (specially 2022 onwards). 
Continues. Creating a surreal situation that the Russians will 
annihilate the US-CEO she made Biden take a deceptive train [65]. 
Happened never before. She painted Biden as coward and Putin as 
killer (imagine a story ‘Coward & The Killer’); proved that the best 
route to Ukraine was via Warsaw.  By igniting fear she instituted 
imbroglio.  She no more needs to foot the bill. US tax payers have 
been dragged-pushed to the fore to foot.  Brilliant Pole\s.   
 
Now, Poland was the historical mini-land of Silesia (embroidered 
fabric wear land) pre to c.900 A.D., pagan by faith, altering to 
Germanic Christians with poor Jewish & other sanctuary seekers by-
&-by between c.1000 – 1700 [66]. Our considered view is that 
‘Zuelz’ is a Germanic leminal acronym crassly denoting 
‘Banzara\Bedoin Jews’.  There is a mini region called ‘Zuelz’ in 
geographical Silesia, deriving such name-identity from the Jewish 
inhabitants\sanctuary seekers [67;68]. This was possibly the earliest 
(silently acknowledged) Jew-land or proto Israel.  Overtime Silesia 
captured and permanently subsumed a large chunk of prime pagan 
territories (warm N sea connect) with Jewish brain & brawn inputs.  
The existing-&-the new acquired domain got to be as Poland, a 
geographic misnomer (again Germanic leminal usage) in other words 
Silesia pre-dates Poland. Pre to this, there was un-announced Poland 
due un-announced Jewland and vice-versa. There was thence no 
Israel. Silesia part of Poland was their dream-land - an effulgent 
constituent of Poland.  Pan Europe the Jews were the deepest down-
cast. They sought refuge in the flood prone, vacant, fertile banks of 
the Oder i.e., Silesia. The Jews were ‘a problem’ [69].  And, Poland 
was ‘ a problem’ [70].  Alas!  
 
The seed of the ‘Polish Problem’ may be traced to this jointly with 
other collaterals viz., that Poland\Silesia could not project any 
powerful sovereign; kept fighting over religion; ethnicity; had no 
navy nor any invincible army over the next few centuries; yet did not 
align with any European mainland power which had vibrant armies 
and bristling maritime wherewithal. Instead such burgeoned Poland 
befriended distant UK and thereby instituting a bypass route between 
London and centro-eastern Europe. Due centuries of un-mitigating 
persecution and unwarranted unearned unbearable insult the Jews 
preferred closeness\cramping\ghettos on one hand and the distant 
drum on the other (note-iv ).  It (UK-Poland nexus) was a Jewish idea 
& work for which England remained ever beholden.  The poles were 
ethnically & nationally diverse, comprised also of opposing religious 
and political allegiance groups with Jews of mostly Slavonic dialect 
(they too were diverse & disparate). This resulted in near continuous 
consternation and internecine activity with intermittent help calls by 
any of the constituent to the then period based stronger neighbor or to 
any willing power (including any distant drum) resulting in the 
vexatious political ‘Polish Question’. Between c.1740-1940 she got 
castrated by the European historical process of national unifications, 
consolidations & conquests. European Christians were not inclined 
for an inch. The (Jew led) sea connect proved to be of incalculable 
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help for the Allies during WW-I & WW-II. This pen hates to quote 
Hitler. But quotes pivots foreign policies (our Caption), young minds 
need to connect. Bismarck believed that “the only solution to the 
‘Polish Question’ (as he put it) was extermination of the Poles” [71]. 
And Hitler said “for these democracies which indulge in phrases 
about peace are often the most blood thirsty agitators for war” [72] 
(present US ?). The unspoken thing was Poles were considered as 
British agents in Europe’s backyard. The issue of Jewland Silesia 
petered (until 1941).  To thwart Germany from gobbling Poland the 
UK for these many reasons in 1939 had to give the famous “fatal 
guarantee” alias ‘the paper tiger guarantee’ [73].  Poland burned, 
Jews bore the brunt (mankind’s shame called ‘Auschwitz’ happened).  
As Kennedy rescinded the Khrushchev plan, Silesia the Jewish pocket 
was lost deep into the Iron curtain, signed off and sealed as ‘Poland’. 
So, almost for a millennia plus period the Silesian\Polish Jews 
suffered in Poland for Poland and got lost into Poland. Israel was born 
elsewhere in 1948.  The Israel Question was over.  The Polish Jews 
assisted Russia yeomanly in its efforts against the IIIrd Reich.  Russia 
paid the Jews back however being Communists could not permit a 
faith based province. While the western block flash ensured the birth 
of Israel the Communist Soviets missed giving to self and to the 
world a Communist Jew-Land (dogma’s limitation).  
 
As a result, for the attainment of the IIIrd Polish Republic (1989) the 
Jews again put in sterling inputs which too remains to be rewarded – 
this time they worked as anti-Russia. So the crux is that the Jews of 
central Europe during the historical period c.1740-1990 were 
expecting Silesia as their promised land. And, that never happened. 
Silesia’s national colours are replicated to represent Ukraine i.e., 
either’s can be switched for each other with inversion of the flag’s 
fabric. The yellow of flag has its umbilical with the ‘jewish badge’ 
since Khilafat times. The blue is of David.  Now, did Israel in her 
high offices and the faithful on the ground provide any yeoman 
assistance for the attainment of ‘Revolution For Dignity -2014’ ?  
Any quid-pro-quo ?  Understandably, the central European Jews have 
angina pectoris that their sufferings, struggle & contribution to and 
for the global democratic geometry was more than that of the Dead 
Sea brethren’s.  Not the US nor the UK somebody else checkmated 
the Russian juggernaut in Ukraine in 2022 and that somebody also 
instituted the imbroglio and keeps topping its energy basket.   
 
Covid-19 ?  well SARS-2 (covid-19) was\is hundreds of times less 
pathogenic (if not by an order of a few thousand) than SARS-1 
(2003).  What then was the rationale and the need to usher it with 
gongs, cymbals, utensil beatings; and lamp lighting; etc ?  Putin was 
the lone man out!  A nonplused Biden (apparently) did not understand 
as to what was afoot ! (note – v).  Ah ! and the Physiology Noble 
2023 went to decorate Jews. The superb Jews were poised on the take 
off block from invention-marketing-sales-receipt-closure-&-award 
receipt.  They have always contributed from the forefront (critical 
technologies) to make America mighty. That nation’s and its cousin 
the EU’s tax payers were to only spend fortunes which meandered 
down the Jordan to get deposited in the sea of dead ?  Amazonia !  
 
Ukraine question came in handy for the gong beaters and for the 
converters of Covid into cash catch contests. They all pitched in 
which now is the nomenclature ‘imbroglio’. As compared (to any 
other pan-global statesman) the US president wears a slimy look ?  
His Excellency’s confidence of being humane and commitment to 
empathy has been misused.  In order to get away from such realities 
the US has to start bombing some nation somewhere with the help of 
linesman London in order to help the trouble making Tories tide over 
their historical bungling.  The US has to get involved in a three-
legged  race.  Honb’l  CEO-UK is a professional and a difficult 
customer for any sack race far apart any three-legged.  Iran is a 
difficult target pre to US general elections. Pakistan in Oct.2022 had 
record floods. Among the international aids she was also offered F-16 
fighter jets (did not materialize). Now if these jets fly towards hostile 
India then the US, UK & Pak can say that they are so doing to deliver 
relief. Conversely it can be said that it is the US that has attacked 
India. So Iran design type drones having been part manufactured and 
or assembled in Asia, Africa, Kamchatka, Tibet or Timbktu cannot be 
said as an attack by Iran. Yet Washington DC and its sleeper agents 

on the either side of the Atlantic (BBC & CNN included) are 
drumming incessantly that it is Iran that is attacking Ukraine and the 
Russians are combating UK’s; EU’s & NATO’s machinery 
unwarrantedly. Logic is popular in the Occident and conspicuously 
untraceable in Oriental/Vedic mathematics. This is indelible signature 
of ‘not confused but contrived mind set i.e., malignant mind forged 
foreign policy’ alias  imbroglio.  The white man refuses to graduate 
from double speak and the trapeze of multiple standards.  Money 
making is the common minimum nirantar anusilan i.e., endless 
practice [74]. Mafias are all etiquette & magnificent.  Deficit 
financing [75] is being done at the cost of the Earth’s environment. 
This is no policy. Meanwhile, as these presents be read by the 
esteemed readers the imbroglio has further pounded the $ and the £ 
down, evangelized the €, respectively. Moment by moment, either by 
a fraction or by a bit.  No let-up.  
 
The US’s federal fiscal wish-&-objective of destabilising the rising 
Euro [76] is now a lame duck. Less people are transacting via the 
Dollar-Pound in the major stock exchanges; London included;  EU 
banks are insisting on overseas money in-flow in Euros; etc., even for 
100 USDs via electronic transfer routes.  The  British Pound & The 
US Dollar have been loosing sheen against the Euro hence this is also 
a silent embedded cause. To the counter there is in general a negative 
sentiment against the Green Back as it is being viewed as a tool or 
that which belongs to the indiscriminate bombardier.  The EU in its 
parleys is proving that they have not catalysed the imbroglio and 
whereas they have anti-Russia agenda per-say while elsewhere they 
say the opposite.  Contradictions convey confusion (but) not always, 
may reflect character, hidden agenda, theft or intentions thereof, etc.  
Marketers love it. Profiteers more. Merchants of mayhem the most. 
This is going to puncture more & more the London stock exchange 
(LSE) in the coming years.  
 
Money is energy and such energy is neither constant nor evaporates 
entirely. Stock exchanges are fiscal energy generators cum 
conservers. The LSE is the muscles of a non existing empire. Due the 
LSE Britain in-spite of being a resource-less mini island posits as UK 
(empire).  A gas bag that she often swirls on the White House and 
hurls at her opponents.  And the benefits of a whittling LSE is 
percolating on to other continental & sub-continental centers resulting 
in a pan global gain.  Britain’s loss is other’s gain.  That gives glee to 
the franco-phone back room boys her nearest detractors among the 
pan-global Quattro. The LSE is also expensive. So the gradient is 
already existing. Imbroglio has hastened the aging of the Lion-on-the 
Thames with a prescription for protracted bed rest (down-down). 
Posturing is now the gold standard.  Further, due the imbroglio the 
global money market is becoming quite a bit economic and shall no 
more be what it used to. Shy Locke the money lender adhered to stern 
fiscal discipline and hence used to maintain ‘books of accounts’ 
(Merchant Of Venice; Shakespeare). Stock exchanges are junctions 
from which researchers can fuzz out if there be any signature of 
Zelensky’s or his handler’s nexus.  He is a nice Jew, with a penchant 
for account keeping.   
 
Another set of silent distillate of the imbroglio are also that the 
NATO is a load on the US revenue account [77]. The US gathers 
revenue from across the globe. M/s NATO brings no revenue into the 
hands at homeland except to a few killers; burners; blood-letters; 
mongrels; mass murders; turn coats; trundlers and their motor 
mouths.  Following the instilling of the EU constitution on one hand 
and on the other ‘nil’ Russian agenda to wage war with the west the 
US can no more busy Brussels to burnish US interests in Europe.  
US’s Trillion $ deficit budget is well covered by her mind-boggling 
cash flow. Imbroglio holds the mirror that NATO now means ‘cash 
flows out’; ‘cash loss’.  Arms market based employment base is too 
small and has least room for the educated. On sphincter time scale 
sample cash cow reduces unemployment [78] and wholesale prices 
reflecting as positive indices (reduced from (+)1% to (-) 4% during 
imbroglio period ~ US) and obstinately negative in the long. Data 
engineered ?. The (year long) monthly 2Billion US$ doles are the 
cash loss for US and cows for the EU.  US elections are round the 
corner, munificence & windfall gains is urgently required. The White 
House in a calculated manner goes around with ‘foot-in-mouth’ so 
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that a % of such cash can safely be harvested for party purposes 
and\or as the last ‘take-home tranche’ pre sayonara.  
 
So long as the imbroglio goes on regression of such indices can be 
wished away. NATO’s pre imbroglio annual budget was $910 billion 
$, in 2023, it is $1.1 trillion.  The US spends-&-invests 3.49 percent 
of its GDP (23 Trillion into NATO). Polland’s GDP is 680 Billion $ 
and she contributed 4.5% of such GDP = 35 Billion $ to NATO and 
got 2 % of the 23 Trillion = 460 Billion US$ ?  Poland strikes Gold ?  
India’s GDP = 3 Trillion US$. The deep-pockets rightly want India to 
join NATO.  Along with other’s Indian monies can be diverted to a 
few select in the game of putting-down Putin.  Post imbroglio (if at all 
happens) Poland shall continue to have its pound of flesh and eat it 
too.  It will be quite stale all along the eastern shore board of the 
Americas. So NATO is a bad investment from US tax payer’s 
perspective [79] and Poland from EU’s perspectives, respectively. 
The later is increasingly becoming a cause for unrest, uncertainty & 
disquiet.  All this is alike betting on a person who for sure will blow a 
part in brothel. The pan global (disconnected & clueless) Jews are 
likely to experience frowns and stern look-downs. What a loss for the 
entire race. Imbroglio’s another dimension my Lord.       
 
Diplomacy is an envelope. Foreign policy is an open book. Vis-à-vis 
the imbroglio Modi’s administration has shut the book and peddled 
the envelope well. India now flashes the diplomatic envelope on case 
basis. It contains the grammar of multiple standards. Other nations are 
following suit. For too many nations across the globe voluntarily of 
own accord following the largest democracy is common sense, 
convenient and fructuous.  Exclusively due the imbroglio India too is 
making money from ‘n’ number of boroughs & burrows. In 2023, 
more nations are sympathic with Russia than in 2022 [80]. Anti-
hegemony factor is stacked against the US [81].  2024 onwards the 
US-UK-Poland combine shall be the odd troika out and the fall guys. 
A case of same sex polygamy resulting in pity !  Duda-on-the Vistula 
is gnashing, Joe-Rishi are barking, Modi is basking. Former trio 
loosing followers, the later is gaining. Piquant indeed. Low & silent 
have fallen they who all are propping Russia up. The Billions released 
by US-UK-&-EU is percolating & transvasesing in poly axis. No way 
to stop.  They are busy, are numerous. Imbroglio has generated work 
load on hand. It is opportunity for too many. They are not cowered. 
The professional fowler’s negative plans are getting positive and vice-
versa. As the 3rd world benefits they perform well and pray 
‘imbroglio zindabaad’ (long live imbroglio). It is an art learnt from 
the Occidental trapeze and not from Russia.  Russia taught (i) 
budgeted comforts (ii) conservation & (iii) laid back life style. The 
Indians that the white man gets to see and or employ are not the ones 
who govern India. This pen shall not be surprised if Putin lands up on 
the Raj Path to receive the national salute. The eagle did not design 
the imbroglio it played into the hands of a professional fouler.  The 
imbroglio is stacking almost everything against the eagle-passport.    
 
Concerted action by a cohesive oil majors is fostering beyond the 
visible range. It has commenced under banner ‘Ukraine Peace 
Initiative’. Oil per gallon shall this year hoover between 4.5-to-5 US 
$. The generated extra shall be shared with Siddeeq & Rustom 
(Putin’s obverse & reverse sides). The cross Atlantic supply chain 
shall become costly & suspect too creating unending unmanageable 
percolating shocks [82]. Putin is neither alone nor the head of one 
team. Today the Duma is cohesive, debating, brain storming & 
burning mid night oil [83]. Russians have taken an important mini 
step towards democracy; her economy is doing well [84] and whereas 
the US’s has taken a down drive should the arms-economy arising off 
the imbroglio be discounted [85]. Using depleted uranium tipped 
arsenals; semi-isotopes primed explosives; pumping 2 Billion US $ 
per month with the orchestration master on the either sides of the 
Atlantic has been demeaning, belittling, a maddening mode of 
warring and war moderation, respectively. Warnings & placating 
could not have become so weightless if Polska and a technological 
peer would not have been at the wheels. How come so much 
disconnect ?  The white man has for generations been warring and 
bloodletting – dyed hard habit? The way Russia has been harmed it 
will be difficult even for a coward to forgive and a wayward to forget.  
 

Arrogance effluxes from exchange rate.  Over confidence due 
technological power. Money mutilates. Malignancy of mind is dished 
as ‘foreign policy’.  Situation brews decay-dissent-& violence i.e., 
inkelaaab (revolt). Happened with Caesar to Napoleon and all. 
History repeats. Nonchalance exhibits in scenario Ukraine. And, the 
world order is altering to attack. Counter is being mounted. Already 
dented (western economies & personalities).  Meanwhile, most of the 
Arabic; Islamic; African; Latin; Asian; et.al., nations have dropped 
the US made bullets and have busied self in contributing mind, 
money, and myard in making & carrying things for the Russians and 
weaning self away from US products and services. A pan-global 
voluntary urge is in motion. Difficult for the White House to make a 
come back to pre 2022 grace.  The Westminster stands labeled as a 
motor mouth and as an IIIrd rate power.  Why ? sans any American 
shoulder the UK would not go anywhere. Even to re-join the EU 
(makes-it) she requires an underhand.  Therefore, any ‘Ukraine Plan’ 
is going to be a non-starter. Investments made to check-mate Russia 
has wholesomely gone down the drain.  Every move is up-regulating 
the crisis. It is imbroglio. Refractile !  
 
As we analyze the events on the ground we note that the Russians had 
no preparation, no investment at all with modern system fit for 
Europe territory capturing warfare. She launched an arcane 
conventional assault of muscle flexing; haphazard; delayed at border.  
Her military handling men appeared to be an army of oldies & 
geriatric group. Her Brass stacks reminds one of Col. Blimp [86]. She 
had no idea that NATO & Poland had dressed up as Ukraine which 
responded with a never before like hybrid counter.  Almost 
everything about the Russians was arcane (a-to-z).  Many a European 
nation (even mini) have much better equipped infantry, artillery, 
electronic concepts & systems; optimised command and control; 
synergistic intelligence augmented; superbly orchestrated, articulated 
and garnered oratory.  Russia since 1980 (?) had invested in an un-
thought out manner in non synergistic defense. For cross border war 
the investment was almost nil !  For useless muscle flexing i.e, paper 
tiger methods, quite a bit.  In other sectors of her economy she 
invested extensively & astutely. The return on her (ROI) civil side 
investment is worth weighing. Clearly, she is seen to have invested & 
indulged more for peace, industrialization, natural resource 
mobilization, pan global integration and a laid back life style.  On one 
hand she was not planning for decades any invasion of Europe; also 
had no nightmares that the west Euro nation/s would do so. On the 
other hand (alike India) Russia was on the hormones of corruption 
that was never vigiled due to absence of public audit, internal or 
concurrent, free press & judicial overreach of which the most part 
was that its ‘establishment’ was leviathan of a bourgeoisie; ever 
burgeoning, systemic, self glorifying, self bedazzled, and one section 
defeated the other by mean means and methods; roll in & with the 
good things of life all 100% state sub vented; no democratic 
institutions nor any processes thereof.  Judicial prudence ?  absent sir 
[87]. Even communistic purging was not being done excepting 
occasional prosecution of select ‘nay’ sayer.  Her tom tomed high end 
technology products were few and far between and mostly for 
demonstration & regal stage purposes (impression creation) and 
limited sales or for special purpose revenue. The lighter side of such 
un-mitigating pain is that a goliath went to pick out ants and he turned 
out to be a patient of elephantiasis. The hard fact is that she was 
oblivious of multi-national sponsored proxy war in her up-close 
Borderland and had marched in blindly.  There was some urgent-&-
grave stimulus for her to act in haste.   
 
Russia’s competitors have been practicing ‘proxy war’ since Cuba; 
Kashmir; Crimea; Afghanistan; Chechnya; etc., where not ? [88;89]; 
with mind-maddening money mechanics [90]. And have mastered it.  
Formidable by now.  May be the NATO has a blue print ready also to 
deal with India. The investors to the proxy war are all from the 
democracies [91]; misinforming the voter; befooling the tax payer 
being the SOP (standard operation procedure).  Fooling all, all the 
time, winning-minting all the way. Just the reverse of what was said 
by the US’s founding fathers. Pray then why such SOP ? it is so 
because the USA is a very strange civilization. Never before any alike 
was ever there on Earth.  For the USA neither God; nor mammon; nor 
her constitution be the calling spirits.  For her ‘prosperity’ is God and 
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‘ethics nationale’. It is next to impossible to label an average 
American citizen as ‘scrooge’; while it is easy & apt to label any 
American as ‘shylock’. They are not bad-baddy. They are money 
wise. Somebody who has a good insight and experience and is very 
close engineered a fear psychosis in every echelons of the US 
administration (pre-meditated) and thereafter made her to smell 
prosperity in Burning Ukraine and Bleeding Russia. Not quite civil, 
yet suave to the hilt.  The model was fit for the flamboyant (Mr. Flash 
Gordon). And, Gordon seized it in a flash. Moreover, any story about 
any possible hand or mind behind Covid-19 had to be killed (sword of 
Damocles; the seat is vacant).  EU’s consistent investment-cum-
support for China helped each other in matters pandemic economics, 
covid-jab innovation and related matters, etc (note-vi).  It upset the 
designer’s track & cart.  A case of clinical finish to say ‘no’ to peace 
on Earth.  ‘Imbroglio’ is the mono-phone.   
 
Implementing beyond the visible range policy Ukraine was curved 
out by a brilliant EU for resource mining and competition against the 
UK, the US, also to humble & humiliate Russia (Poland driven 
agenda; Jew role ascertaining due).  The Russians were loud-&-frank 
even pre to the 2nd Chechnya war.  Russia the territory loser’s ‘special 
military operation’ is not a case of “military strategy was determining 
economic policy rather the other way round” [92]. It is more a case of 
‘politics & loss determining military action’ and thus is more alike 
Falkland-UK [93]; and\or ‘Operation Vijay’-India, 1961 & 1991[94] 
or the corporate East India Company’s standard tactics in India 
(c.1650-1850). Genius Polaska exploited Ukraine’s Ore, Iron & Steel, 
elbowed out ship building and maritime economies, US grain exports 
nosedived, etc., [95] and sent UK’s & even Germany’s steel industry 
into tail spin. She has no Lithium ores. The official statement is “there 
is no prospect of finding lithium reserves in Poland”. Yet she 
overtook the US in Lithium ion Batteries [96]. She mined it from 
Ukraine and minted mounds. In other words as run up to 2022 events 
Poland-Ukraine the twosome having politically & territorially 
defeated Russia took on UK & USA silently and check mated them 
economically. She again set about to do something about ‘Jew-land 
Question’ to which Russia responded with the ‘special military op’. 
Poland since 1500yrs before present has been consistent. She has 
proven that she can out-perform the British’s East India Policy in 
defeating all – enriching self.  No wonder! the CEO-US donned Dr. 
Hide and travelled to Kiev in a hired ‘Rail Force-1’ (see Ref. 65).  Oh 
! what reduction.    
 
The Russian way of life is dour, conservative non political mono 
party based socialism i.e., non profligate.  Whereas, every aspect of 
US’s life & time is party based frank profligate politics.  Either’s 
ethos emanates from contrary and confabulating domestic history, 
agro-meteorology, politico-socio-economic bed volumes. Imbroglio is 
the outcome result of such contrast and the contest thereof.  It is also a 
case of Dominance & Resistance. It is human. It is civilizational. It is 
historical [97]. Part & parcel of our lives & times. Shall keep 
enlarging and encompassing the more. Our imbroglio-can also be 
connected to such process. Furthermore, NATO’s mongering is large 
& heavy add-ons. It acts as alike a nation.  Self arrogated role. And, 
that is the pan global difficulty. Due NATO the imbroglio. And due 
the imbroglio the US is in quagmire. Hello ! This is not US’s war.  It 
is also not Germany’s war. The special military operation was pro 
UK, would have been blessing in disguise for Germany and US.  An 
upstart UK lost it for all ? Non of this troika initiated imbroglio, only 
up-regulated the nasty. It is a case of ‘shooting at own feet’.  It is 
bound to end on respective face. The faces are already slimy.   
 
In Ukraine the UK has directly participated using men, material & 
logistics. It is now in motor mouth gear. Her fresh desires if any to be 
in Europe via the North sea, gain from around the hind, enter into 
prosperous-robust trade via economic-land routes (invest also in 
them) into Europe’s back door which has triple vestibules – (i) the 
eastern goes into the whole of ready market Europe; (ii) the south to 
its financial capital Switzerland and (iii) the western into raw resource 
Russia has been failed by the redoubtable twosome and their cohort 
Mr. Zelensky.  When it comes to commerce by a scrooge, man’s mind 
marvels at the make “Shy Locke the Jew”.  When it comes to failing 
the Jews it is ‘Zelensky the Jew’. When it comes to stumping all and 

yet not get to be seen – it is Polska. And When it comes to failing 
brother Britain insufficient shall be the averment that ‘managers to 
the Ukraine question flummoxed the British Cab Sec & his team as 
possibly did no one in history’. And, Rae for Risina Hill to remain 
relished. A, 2nd Jew-land on the boderland’s sea rim is now a dream 
distant. It is gone with the wind. Nothing happened overnight. The 
overnight decision to quit the Ukraine conundrum shall be the biggest 
gift to the Green back, to the Sterling and all it means and connotes. 
There shall then be ‘Resolution of Conflict’. 
 
Let us now visit the Dead Sea brethren’s travails.  Silesia-&-central 
Europe’s Jews have speed prospered post Russia’s gift of German 
unification and Poland’s prosperity due exclusive access to Ukraine’s 
tomes of wealth AND close-up with Euro market.  They are paying 
back Russia via apostatize – if we may not force self to see otherwise 
?  Anyway, due high fecundity Israel the sandy-semi desert land is 
bursting at the rims.  A second homeland is direly needed. The Dead 
Sea brethren were wanting in rescue & relief operations whence 
central European Jews were facing existential crisis [98]. They 
survived (with Russian help) sans any inputs from Tel Aviv. Survival 
happened due secular quarters. Post formation of a non Communist 
Poland there had arisen an opportunity for grievance redress. Silesia 
has zigzag numerous porous converging international borders where a 
consensus & conveniences based Jewland is difficult.  Better is the 
ever-green, sunny, bountiful black sea rim locus.  Was 
Oddesa\Khersion the chosen region? [99]. Was it that yeoman Jewish 
assistance was availed for the attainment of ‘Revolution For Dignity -
2014’ in exchange for an outlet in the Borderland’s warm sunny- 
salubrious Black sea rim and that such  ‘2nd promised land’ by 
someone to someone was not being met with ? although decades 
rolled past ! [100] or was being allotted a not so lovely domain ?  Was 
it that the high-offices in Tel Aviv was nervous of the fact that a 2nd 
Jew-Land would rob the desert state & the entrenched powers that be 
of its eminence and importance in the Euro-American arena & affairs 
particularly?  Or, (farthest from facts) is it that the Russians wanted to 
interdict the permanent cessation of any territory of her erstwhile 
prized province?  as the Israel question was already met with in 1945 
and Soviet land had recognized it within 3 days. Regarding 
recognizing Israel Gen Marshall desired a slow approach [101]. Or, 
that the special military operation was a mere co-incidence? Nuts. 
The Russians were continuously raising the issue of ‘loss of Ukraine 
i.e., rob of Russian province’.   
 
Whatever be that & those cause & effects, the flourishing folks who’s 
mother-objective got failed in force-haste departed en-mass as 
refugees, abdicated beautiful- bountiful motherland Ukraine which 
got de-populated as alike their ancestors had repeatedly done during 
the 2500+ yrs before present.  Euro greed pestled the hapless, clueless 
refugees and their 70yrs toil & savings. Multi-national mongrels with 
sacks of evil have occupied the vacant towns & villages of plenty 
signing the nameplate as ‘House of  Imbroglio’. They do not know 
that by a quirk of destiny they in history books are likely to be penned 
as ‘shamed shylocks’ and or as ‘sly-jews’.  Moses felt betrayed and 
indulged in rash ? Hence, Za'afiel  sent fire & smoke onto the whole 
of the Tsar’s Borderland followed by swirling waters while Zeurel  
keeps pulverising structures into rubble.  

 
US which is home to more Jews can easily appease Moses & 
Abraham by parting a mini portion of her home-land (there is a 
Ukraine (borderland) in USA and that too a troublesome one on her 
southern side) for the formation of  2nd Jew-Land and or swap Alaska-
Ukraine with Russia. And that shall terminate the imbroglio.  History 
has noted with red-ink that these mongrels were Poles; Britons; 
Yankees & Napoleon’s people. All this has been acutely pectoris to 
pen. American citizens love to demolish homes & herths outside USA 
to bring prosperity home (character nationale). Sanatan’s (perennial) 
recitation nationale (Bhagvad Geeta) in canto 16.21 (Three gateways 
to neither-world and\or self-destruction  are: Lust, Greed, &  Anger). 
India’s The God, ‘The Constitution of India’ says “Satya-mewa-
jayate” (Truth triumphs).  US’s constitution ? In such direction these 
presents as author’s own mint; ground breaking, shackle free thought 
for academic gymnastics. Not for dogmatix.   
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Notes :  
 
Note-i : UK had opposed French desire of US intervention in 

Vietnam; stayed off. In turn the US’s showed bruised-
lacerating-cold-&-flat feet resulting in loss of Hong Kong. In 
either case the US ended with feces on face. 

Note-ii : Arms syndicate be the historical insurmountable bottle neck 
(since Khrushchev’s period).  Russia had rescinded it 100% - 
USA followed UK to ensure a U turn by that Federation.   

Note-iii : Age kept under wraps; lot many non-faders & squatters 
with hand(s) elbow deep in the pay-perks-perquisite, bins.  

Note-iv : This in-turn instilled secrecy to their nature and way of life 
i.e., “collective neurosis” ~ S. Freud {a Jew}) 

Note-v : Joining late yet his folks made most of the money as in the 
caption context. He saw a motley group push-pulling an ass and 
quickly vectored it towards the market.  

Note-vi : this pen-man did not take the jab {proscribed it in other 
writings. 
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